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Introduction
The City of Memphis and Shelby County have retained a nationally recognized team of consultants
to assist in the preparation of a unified development code to regulate land development in the City
of Memphis and unincorporated portions of Shelby
County. A unified development code is more than just
a compilation of existing development regulations.
Rather a unified development code:
■

Incorporates multiple, sometimes conflicting
ordinances into one cohesive document

■

Contains a uniform set of consistent definitions

■

Integrates procedures that detail the sequence
of all development approvals

■

Includes a coordinated system for review and
enforcement

The current development regulations in place today
reflect a previous desire to “suburbanize” the City and
County with larger lot sizes, and development standards that reflect an auto-dominated environment.
As part of the unified development code process,
a set of more urban, mixed use, pedestrian-friendly
development standards have been developed. The
Broad Avenue Corridor area was selected to test the
ability of the new regulations to effectively implement
these improved standards. The lessons learned from
the planning process will be incorporated into the

In January of 2006, residents and business people
from the greater Broad Avenue area took part in
an intensive week-long urban design charrette: the
Broad Avenue Corridor Planning Initiative. The effort to plan for the redevelopment of their historic
community was led by Ferrell Madden Associates of
Washington, D.C and Duncan Associates of Austin,
Texas. The Broad Avenue Corridor Master Plan demonstrates the involvement of citizens in defining the
future of their neighborhood.
Broad Avenue and its surrounding neighborhoods
have long played a role in the City of Memphis. Over
its long history, the Broad Avenue area has provided
a variety of jobs, diverse retail opportunities and a
wide range of housing stock to Memphis citizens.
More recently, the area has experienced challenging
times—some due to changing economic conditions
and the decrease in industrial employment. Perhaps

they served, and literally, with the opening of Sam

the greatest physical challenge was the destruc-

Cooper Boulevard, cutting off the once vibrant Broad

tion of a large swath of the area four decades ago

Avenue from the automobile traffic that it relied on

to make room for the interstate that was never built

to deliver customers. Despite its recent history, the

(but became Sam Cooper Boulevard and the surplus

resilient character of the area residents and business

right-of-way.)

owners was evident throughout the charrette week.

This action created a physical division within the

The goal of this concentrated planning effort is to not

greater Broad Avenue area, separating residential

only test the new regulations, but to reconnect and

areas that were once part of the same neighborhood,

reinvigorate a once thriving, bustling community.

isolating commercial areas from the neighborhoods

larger Unified Development Code.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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History and context

assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., in Memphis

Originally a suburban community on the rail line be-

in 1968. Though the construction of Interstate 40

tween Memphis and Raleigh, Binghamton was char-

through the area was prevented due to the protests

tered in 1895 and soon had a post office and town

of Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Sam Cooper

government, complete with a city hall and jail. The

Boulevard was extended through the community to

proximity of Broad Avenue—then called New Raleigh

East Parkway in the late 1990s, thus diverting traffic

Road—to the railroad led to the establishment of Li-

away from the few remaining businesses on Broad

tchfield Car Works in 1894. The boxcar manufacturer

Avenue.

changed ownership several times over the two fol-

The Broad Avenue area continues to provide ser-

lowing decades, eventually becoming an operation
of American Car and Foundry before closing in the
1920s. At the height of its success, American Car
and Foundry employed as many as 2,500 people.
Binghamton was annexed by the City of Memphis in

vices to the surrounding community, and institutions
such as Broadway Pizza, Hollywood Pet Star, and
Gates City Hardware have remained in spite of the
reduced traffic through the area.

1919, and by 1930, the community’s railroad station
had been abandoned.
As late as 1956, however, Broad Avenue boasted
three grocery stores, three dry goods stores, three
doctors, a dentist, a civil engineer’s office, a lawyer’s
office, several restaurants, a shoe repair shop, a

Broad Avenue Bridge circa 1955

barbershop, and a handful of light industries. Broad
Avenue began a steady decline that culminated with
the announcement of the construction of Interstate
40 through the area in the 1950s. Two hundred Binghamton residents were displaced when the community was literally split to make room for the new interstate highway. Broad Avenue suffered further losses
when rioters burned several buildings following the
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Binghamton Station Post Office circa 1943
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Broad at Tillman circa 1977

Broad at Bingham
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Existing Conditions
Housing

Business

Parkway: Single-Family

Summer: Paris Theatre
Broad: Broadway Pizza

Forrest: Garden Apartment

Forrest: Boarded Up House

Summer: Memphis Bicycle Company
Summer: Gate City Hardware

Broad: Hollywood Pet Star

Tillman: Apartment Complex

East Parkway: Demolition by Neglect

Lester: Ricky Motel
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Warehouse/Industrial

Connections

Bingham: Blocked Alley
Hammond: Junkyard

Tutwiler: Half Street

Broad Ave: Old Boxcar Factory

Autumn: Cut-off Street
Merton: Cut-off Street

Faxon: Office/Warehouse

Bingham: Abandoned Rail line

Harrell: Signs in Right-of-Way
Broad: Cut-off Street

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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Existing conditions

Character

Opportunities

Broad: Water Tower

Summer at N Parkway

Broad: Binghamton Post Office

Princeton at Wliford

Sam Cooper: Historic Farm House

Princeton: Vacant Lot

Bingham: Local Sculpture
Tillman at Sam Cooper: Excess Right-of-Way

Broad: Historic Buildings
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Sam Cooper at N Parkway: Excess Right-of-Way
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Redevelopment

Bingham at Sam Cooper: Building Renovation

Sam Cooper: Binghampton Elementary

Tiilman: Police Station
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Planning Process

The Charrette: Background

The Broad Avenue master planning process illus-

A public participation urban design charrette is an in-

area churches.

trates the importance of citizen involvement in envi-

tensive community-based planning forum that brings

sioning the future of their neighborhood and insuring

together residents, local stakeholders, business

One of the goals of the Unified Development Code

the viability and implementation of the plan. Over 350

people, and government officials to collectively craft

people—representing citizens, businesses, property

a plan for a designated area.

owners, neighborhood churches, commissions, city
staff, elected officials, and others—participated in
some portion of the charrette week activities, with
many individuals attending multiple activities. Although there were some minor differences of opinion
in regard to the fine-grained details, the consultant
team heard several consistent themes from participants throughout the charrette week. These consensus ideas laid the foundation for the Master Plan that
follows.
■

Reconnect the surrounding neighborhoods

■

Promote diversity, mix uses, mix incomes

■

Make the streets more walkable

■

Make it easy to build the right thing

■

Control the scale of new development

In preparation for the charrette and master planning
process, the consultant team focused on gathering
base information. Beginning with the foundation established by the ongoing unified development code
effort, the team reviewed information specific to the
study area, such as existing zoning and future land
use maps, economic conditions, previous neighborhood plans, and history of the area.
In addition, the team toured the study area, driving

as topography, and key infrastructure such as bridg-

have potential applicability in other parts of Memphis
and Shelby County. There are currently a full range
of uses, including industrial, retail, multi-family and

Approximately 165 people attended the Friday evening
kick-off presentation.

single-family residential, as well as several large vacant and underutilized parcels (including the surplus
Sam Cooper Boulevard right-of-way) that provide
significant targets for redevelopment and revitalization.

Mayor AC Wharton welcomed everybody to the proceed-

redevelopment opportunities. The group also toured

whether or not the City would implement the plan,

City and County.

charrette report + master plan

wide variety of zoning and development issues that

direct impact or effect on both short and long term

negative examples of recent redevelopment in the



Avenue Corridor study area includes examples of a

es/overpasses and rail lines, all of which will have a

other parts of Memphis to experience positive and

holders are ready for change and expect results.

the older, urbanized areas of Memphis. The Broad

the current mix of land uses, natural features such

clusion of the charrette, the only “negatives” were 1)

are too long. Clearly, the greater Broad Avenue stake-

is to enable the redevelopment and revitalization of

and walking every street, noting existing conditions,

In addition, in written feedback gathered at the con-

and 2) that suggested time lines for implementation

and outreach to the local business community and

Another important part of the charrette preparation
was public outreach. City staff undertook a series of
actions, including direct mailings, advertisements,

A presentation was made by the consultant team explaining
the process and goals for the week ahead.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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The Charrette: What Happened
Kick-off. On Friday evening, a kick-off presentation
was held to signal the beginning of the Charrette
Week. Approximately 165 people gathered at the
Blessed Sacrament Church. Following welcoming
remarks by Mayor AC Wharton, the consultant team
made a presentation explaining the process and
goals for the week ahead as well providing “food for
the thought” concerning the future of the area and
the principles of good “place-making.” The team also
provided examples of good urban places—both new
and old—from around the United States as well as
potential urban design solutions to common redevelopment issues. Attendees participated by asking
questions, raising issues and concerns, and expressing their hopes for the future of their neighborhood.
Hands-on Design Session. On Saturday morning,
more than 70 neighborhood residents and local business owners showed up to roll up their sleeves and
“draw” the future for the area. Meeting in an available
storefront space on Broad Avenue, the participants
gathered around tables, divided into groups of six to
eight people each and assisted by a facilitator, to discuss and plan the greater Broad Avenue Corridor in
detail. The groups worked on large maps of the study
area, identifying special features, problem areas and
issues, and targets of opportunity for redevelopment.
They drew diagrams and sketches to convey the
character of the area today as well as describe what

Participants gathered around tables in small groups with a team facilitator to identify important issues. At the conclusion of the session, a spokesperson from each table presented their
table’s findings before the larger group.

they would like to see in the future.
duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006
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Planning Process

To conclude the public work session, each group
selected a spokesperson, who then presented each
table’s vision (and drawings) to the entire audience.
There were many common ideas, including features
such as walkable tree-lined streets, infill housing in
keeping with the character of the surrounding area,
traffic circles, the creation of new public spaces, and
mixed-use areas. The consultant team (and city staff)
listened carefully, took notes, and asked questions to
gather as much community input as possible. The
information and ideas from the public hands-on charrette session provided the foundation for the consultants to build on in the studio the following week.
The Studio. During the following week, the design
team set up a studio in a space on Broad Avenue
where they began working with the ideas presented
by the citizens at the hands-on public session. The
consultants incorporated their urban design and planning expertise as well as the knowledge gained by
touring the study area as they refined the citizens’ vision. The economic and market analysis consultants
worked alongside the designers in the studio space,
and were able to begin testing the design concepts
against the economic realities of the Memphis real
estate market.

10
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The community’s vision was drawn or written onto large scale base maps
of the study area. The information and ideas from the participants provided
the foundation for the Master Plan.
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The studio was open to the public each day, enabling

the citizens’ vision for the Broad Avenue Corridor.

At the conclusion of the work-in-progress presenta-

stakeholders and other interested citizens to drop by

The knowledge gained during these meetings was

tion, the audience was provide with the opportunity

and see how the master planning process was pro-

incorporated into the overall master planning pro-

to respond to an informal survey about the ideas that

gressing, as well as bring in new ideas for the team

cess.

they had heard, as well as to provide any further in-

to consider. During the course of the week, the stu-

Work-in-Progress Presentation. On Thursday eve-

put that they might desire. Of those that responded,

dio was visited by 80 individuals, averaging approximately 17 a day. The vast majority were neighborhood residents and business people, but they were
joined by local university students and city staff.

ning, another public meeting was held in the gymnasium of the Blessed Sacrament Church, with over
100 people in attendance. The consultant made a
presentation showing the week’s work, including

The consultant team worked to refine the citizens’ vi-

both the illustrative urban design master plans (both

sion while addressing the physical, economic, and

overall and focus areas) and the preliminary findings

political realities on the ground. By the end of the

of the economic and market analysis. The substance

week, the team had produced an illustrative master

of this presentation is included in later sections of this

plan that presented a scenario of one way redevel-

report.

the response was overwhelmingly positive. (Some
individuals did request further information, greater
detail, or clarification on specific issues.) The most
consistent (and significant) concern was that the
timeline for redevelopment was too long and can’t
happen sooner! Clearly, the stakeholders in the
Broad Avenue Corridor expect results.

opment of the greater Broad Avenue corridor area
might take place. In addition, the team worked on

The Charrette: Summary & Highlights

more detailed urban design plans for a few focus

The charrette week produced a remarkably consistent

areas that addressed key issues for the study area

citizens’ vision for the greater Broad Avenue Corridor

and citizen desires or that presented particular de-

area. The importance of maintaining and enhancing

sign and development challenges that could prove

the mixed-use and diverse population and character,

relevant in several other parts of the City. (These

while improving the walkability, of the area was made

plans are presented in greater detail in the following

abundantly clear. In addition, although outside of the

sections of this report.)

specific scope of the charrette, several other needs

Technical Meetings. The consultant team met with

were frequently expressed by participants. Some of

various stakeholder groups and technical specialists
throughout the week: gathering additional information, asking questions, testing the applicability of
ideas in the specific Memphis context, and refining

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006

these included: the need for increased police patrols
in the area, the need for improved code enforcement,
and a desire for schools to be multi-use.
The design team set up a studio in a space on Broad Avenue. The studio was open
to the public each day. During the course of the week, the studio was visited by approximately 80 individuals.
charrette report + master plan
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G u i d i n g P r i n c ip l e s
During the charrette, the greater Broad Avenue Corridor
was envisioned as a vibrant, urban neighborhood—a location where a variety of activities are possible, including
living, working, shopping, playing, education, and worship,
all within close proximity—for people at varied stages in
life and of diverse economic means. While the automobile
should be accommodated, most of the basic activities of
daily life should be available within a safe and comfortable
walking distance.
Reconnect the Surrounding Neighborhoods
■

Increase the number of pedestrian and automobile
connections within the area

■

Create new at-grade intersections crossing Sam Cooper Boulevard

■

Make it Easy to Build the Right Thing

■

■

Use the scale and massing of buildings to transition

■

■

Promote infill development for vacant parcels that reflects the surrounding scale and character

■

Redevelop the excess Sam Cooper right-of-way to
build the community vision

■

Provide new outdoor public spaces: people places,
squares, and civic greens

12
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Provide opportunities for housing choice and variety:

■
■

■

Create new outdoor civic spaces
Recognize and preserve the varying character and

■

intensity of different streets and blocks in the area

■

■

Change the character of the roadways—from high

■

Streamline the review and approval processes for development that fulfills the vision
Encourage and assist in the preservation of existing
buildings and housing stock that meet the community
vision

speed thoroughfares to walkable streets, avenues,

Control the Scale of New Development

and boulevards

■

Create street space: bring the buildings close to the
street and plant canopy street trees

■

Require the desired scale and mixture of new development

Make Streets More Walkable
■

Establish development regulations that support the
community vision for the Broad Avenue corridor

attached and detached; rental and ownership

Establish rules for infill development that support the
community vision and reflect the context

■

Enable fine-grained urbanism: recognize that the

Narrow the travel lanes to slow traffic and decrease

character of the greater Broad Avenue corridor area

pedestrian crossing distances

is not uniform—it varies from block to block and street

Provide a pedestrian-friendly environment: wide

to street

sidewalks, tree-lined streets, active shopfronts, short

between the corridors and surrounding neighborhoods

Designate areas that allow/require a mix of uses by
right

Look for opportunities to knit the study area neighborhood back together

■

Promote & Preserve Diversity: Mix Uses, Mix Incomes

blocks, varied uses
■

Prohibit blank walls along the sidewalk

■

Create a “park-once” environment by requiring shared
parking

■

Provide on-street parking

■

Increase connectivity through small block size and
the creation of new streets and alleys

■

Limit curb cuts

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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Vision
The vision for the Broad Avenue Corridor is intended

I l lu s t r at i v e M a s t e r P l a n

to allow for creative and imaginative implementation.
Specific building footprints shown are for illustrative
purposes, showing how the Guiding Principles could
be implemented throughout the study area. A more
detailed form-based code will be used to implement

Hollywood St.

this vision, relying on the lessons learned through the
creation of the illustrative master plan to inform the
new development standards.

2

Although the charrette covered the entire study area,
six sub-areas were looked at in greater detail, testing

E. Parkway N.

the ideas produced during the charrette against the
physical and economic realities of the facts on the
ground. These focus areas present unique opportunities due to their location along the surplus rightof-way of the new Sam Cooper Boulevard; the existence of underutilized or obsolete property; or their

Tillman St.

Summer Ave.

4

1

Broad Ave.

6

3
Sam Cooper Blvd.

potential applicability to similarly situated properties
in other parts of Memphis. They also provided the
design team with key locations to illustrate the “big

5

ideas” produced during the charrette and explore locations for potential catalytic projects.

Collins St.

These master plan results reflect one potential way in
which the area could develop in accordance with the
Guiding Principles. The individual buildings shown
are less important than consistent implementation of
the Guiding Principles and the overall intent of the

 East Parkway North at Sam Cooper Blvd.  Summer Ave.  Sam Cooper Blvd.  Broad Ave.  Binghampton Elementary  Tillman St.

Plan.
duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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East Parkway North at Sam Cooper Boulevard
Due to its unique location, this area is a gateway to

frustrating to the community. As development

the City of Memphis and Overton Park. Properties

occurs in this area, it should ease the transi-

fronting on Sam Cooper could be redeveloped or re-

tion by providing a streetscape that serves as

stored to create a true entry, physically distinct from

an effective transition from the green formality

the green edge of the park, but a “place” that one

of North Parkway to a complementary, tree-

arrives, rather than simply a series of thoroughfares

lined, pedestrian-friendly Summer Avenue.

that one is merely passing through. At the same time,

Retain the Courtyard Apartments

while creating a gateway, the larger scale of these
buildings and their street/pedestrian-oriented design
can work to reconnect the surrounding residential
neighborhoods, while buffering them from the noise
of higher traffic.
Mixed Use Anchors
The buildings at the intersection of East Parkway
North and Summer Avenue are appropriate for a mix
of uses, with commercial ground floors, and upper
stories containing offices or residences. The scale
and design of these buildings can also be used to
create a true “gateway” to Summer Avenue, creating a distinct transition from North Parkway to the
mixed-use corridor, while reinforcing the pedestrian
character.
Summer Avenue Transition
While not every major street can be a parkway, the
abrupt change in character along Summer Avenue
from the green, tree-lined North Parkway character
along Overton Park, to the more suburban, treeless
and pedestrian-hostile streetscape east of the park is

14
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The three remaining courtyard apartment
buildings located just south of Summer Avenue along East Parkway should be restored
and returned to residential use.
Residential Use of Excess Right-of-Way
The right-of-way parcels along Sam Cooper
should be used for multifamily purposes. Due
to the intensity of the adjacent roadway and
the gateway character of this intersection, the
parcels at the very western end of Sam Cooper are appropriate for up to five-story buildings. A transition down to two- or three-story
townhouses serves to both complement and
reconnect the single-family neighborhood to
the north and south of the Boulevard. New
single-family detached residential, reflecting
of the surrounding neighborhood, should occur on the excess right-of-way land immediately north of the single-family houses along
Autumn Avenue.

New Pedestrian Entrance to Overton Park

ing, improved pedestrian crossing, and managed

The creation of a monumental pedestrian entrance

traffic speeds, at minimum.

near where Sam Cooper meets Overton Park would

Large Homes Along East Parkway North

help to weave the area back together and reinforce
the desired pedestrian character of the entire area.
The site of the former transit entrance (currently filled
by an auto-oriented billboard) provides a key location for such a pedestrian feature, which would also
terminate the vista for people traveling west on Sam
Cooper.

The intersection of Sam Cooper at East Parkway
creates a large hole in the continuous fabric of the
Parkway. There is an opportunity to knit this area
back together through the development of several
large homes along East Parkway North, continuing
the rhythm and pattern of the Parkway to the south.
While these homes could house single families, as

Develop Sam Cooper as a Real Parkway

many of the Parkway homes do, it may be more ap-

Sam Cooper Boulevard was sold to the community

propriate to provide an opportunity for the single large

as a Parkway—a term that means something very

house to be developed as a series of condominiums,

special to Memphians. The built roadway fails to

while retaining the characteristics of Memphis’ beau-

meet the community’s sense of a Parkway, and must

tiful parkway homes.

be enhanced with additional, more formal tree plantduncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006
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Summer Ave

MIXED USE GATEWAY BUILDING
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office/residential

East Parkway

North

MIXED USE GATEWAY BUILDING
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office/residential

Retain existing buildings
Restore and retain courtyard
apartments

Multifamily condo Building
Three to five story residential

PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE
FEATURE

MULTIFAMILY CONDO BUILDING
Three to five story residential

Existing conditions

Sam Cooper Blvd
Townhouses
Two to three story residential

NEW SINGLE-FAMILY Lots
Townhouses
Two to three story residential
LARGE Homes
Two to three story residential
Civic Green
Passive Open Space

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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Vision

Summer Avenue
The roadway edge along Summer Avenue is often one long, continuous
driveway, due to prior widening of the roadway and unlimited curb cuts.
Cars cross the sidewalk (and in many cases, the sidewalk and the street
become indistinguishable) at virtually any location. The private property
frontage is predominantly asphalt, with no street trees (or other shade)
and minimal pedestrian interest.
Changing Character Over Time
The Summer Avenue corridor provides several opportunities for smallerscale, incremental redevelopment by individual property owners. Such

Existing conditions

Existing conditions

Public improvements: curbs, street trees, sidewalks, pedestrian lighting

Decorative planting to restrict movement of vehicles

Buildings located closer to sidewalk

Curb and gutter to keep cars and water off sidewalk

redevelopment should be implemented in a manner that enhances walkability and helps to tame the traffic, including placing new buildings up to
the back of the sidewalk, creating opportunities for shared parking, and
reducing curb cuts. The opening of Sam Cooper diverted a significant
percentage of pass-through traffic along Summer, providing increased
opportunity for making a mixed-use, pedestrian oriented place.
Streetscape Improvements
Streetscape improvements are critical along this roadway, both as a
mechanism to restore the dignity and luster of this retail area, and to
ensure safety for pedestrians and bicyclists. On the public side—within
the right-of-way—improvements include the re-establishment of curb
and gutter, wider sidewalks, narrowing of private driveway entrances,
and the planting of canopy street trees. On the private side, increasing
cross-access between properties and landscaping of parking lot edges
are all possible site improvements.
Reduce Width of Travel Lanes
Future improvements to Summer Ave should reduce the width of the
travel lanes, and provide for on-street parking during off-peak hours.

16
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Sam Cooper Boulevard
When traveling westbound on Sam Cooper Boulevard, a sign
reads “Freeway Ends,” but the fundamental character of the roadway does not change. Motorists continue driving in a highway
manner as they approach from the east until they reach Overton
Park. Those traveling east begin rapid acceleration as soon as
they enter the Boulevard, in the reality of the freeway-scale and
design of the roadway, oblivious to the desired mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented character of the surrounding area and the adjacent

Existing conditions

residential neighborhoods. It is virtually impossible for pedestrians to cross Sam Cooper at any point within the study area.

ing, should be added in a pattern that does not interfere with fu-

To encourage a change in this behavior and in the character of the

ture development on the excess right-of-way parcels.

area, the cross-section of the Boulevard must be altered—both vi-

Sidewalks for Children

sually and physically—through public actions implemented within
the right-of-way and improved private redevelopment opportunities along either side.
Establish a Final Right-of-Way Line
The existing Sam Cooper Boulevard right-of-way contains substantial areas unnecessary for future roadway use. A right-of-way
that is as narrow as possible should be drawn along the existing

The current sidewalks along Sam Cooper Boulevard lie at the
edge of the roadway, just behind the curb and adjacent to highspeed traffic. A safer pedestrian solution is to separate the sidewalk from the street edge. This also allows the opportunity to
add formally planted street trees to create the parkway that was
promised to the community. The sidewalks at the western edge
of the study area are especially important, since they link the el-

alignment, to provide for new development opportunities along

ementary school with surrounding neighborhoods.

the Boulevard. This final right-of-way should accommodate a re-

Opportunity for Light Rail

vised approach to sidewalks and street trees as described below
and in the illustrative plans.
Create a Real Parkway
The planting of the median and rights-of-way along Sam Cooper
fails to reflect the planting patterns of the established parkway
system. Additional canopy trees, preferably larger at time of plantduncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006

Locating sidewalk a safe distance from the roadway

The center median of Sam Cooper Boulevard provides an opportunity to provide a light rail link entering the study area along Sam
Cooper, and exiting through Overton Park along the traditional
alignment previously occupied by the streetcar line.
Light rail in the median

charrette report + master plan
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Broad Avenue
Part of the challenge of the charrette process was to envision
a new life and character for existing underutilized buildings and
parcels: not simply to explore the physical form and style of new
development that could fit on a site, but to consider the type and
scale that would be economically viable in both the near and
long term. The form and timing of redevelopment needs to make
economic sense while complementing the existing urban fabric.
Existing conditions

Physically Redefine Broad Avenue
Broad Avenue carries a mere fraction of the automobile traffic
it once did. The street as currently configured is too wide. The

edge (along Broad Avenue) with new retail uses, served by the un-

existing right-of-way provides significant opportunity for change

derground parking. The centers of these large warehouse buildings

over time, including the creation of diagonal on-street parking

should be opened up to provide light and air to inner courtyards serv-

within the existing curb width in the near term, and the addition

ing residential uses in the upper floors of the building. New office or

of a generous pedestrian promenade along a wide, tree-lined

other flex-space uses are appropriate on the eastern end of the site.

sidewalk as redevelopment of the adjacent parcels takes place.
Renovate the Existing Shopfronts

The rail spur that once served the boxcar factory should be converted

The existing shopfronts along Broad should be renovated to

into a street right-of-way. A series of townhouses and apartments

incorporate additional pedestrian features such as more win-

would front along this new street. New north-south streets connect

dow and door area along the street to provide for an active

the new avenue to the surrounding area, including both Broad Avenue

streetscape. Upper story residential and office uses should be

and Summer Avenue.

encouraged. Preservation of key historic buildings and features should occur.

18

Create a New Avenue

Create a Public Gathering Place
A new civic building and a farmers market should be constructed in the

Create a Mixed Use Center from Existing Warehouses

center of the area as a means to encourage residents, shoppers and

The old boxcar factory should be re-used in a more active,

visitors to enter this once-private area. This space should be partially

mixed use fashion, taking advantage of the grade change within

defined by a new north/south street connection and designed to ac-

the site to provide below grade parking (as well as other site

commodate a variety of public activities, including capitalizing on the

design flexibility.) Opportunities include wrapping the southern

topography to create an open air amphitheater.

charrette report + master plan

Diagonal parking, trees, wider sidewalk, facade improvements

Mixed use building with below-grade parking
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Water Tower square
Mixed Use buildings
Ground floor retail - parking in rear
Upper story office/residential
Mixed Use Buildings
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office/residential

MIXED USE BUILDINGS
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office/residential
Summer Avenue Overpass

Townhouses
Two to three story residential

Summer A
ve.

Existing conditions
Below GRADE SURFACE
PARKING

New Aven

ue

PUBLIC GATHERING Place
Civic Building
Farmer’s Market
Civic green space

Broad Ave

.

RENOVATED MIXED USE BUILDING
Broad Avenue ground floor retail
New Avenue ground floor flex space
Upper story residential
RENOVATED MIXED USE BUILDING
Below grade parking
Broad Avenue ground floor retail
New Avenue ground floor flex space
Upper story courtyard residential

EXISTING SHOPFRONTS
Facade improvements
Upper story office/residential

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006

RENOVATED MIXED USE BUILDING
Below grade parking
Broad Avenue ground floor retail
New Avenue ground floor flex space
Upper story courtyard residential

charrette report + master plan
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Vision

Broad Avenue Retail Facade
North side of street with below grade parking

Broad Avenue Building Section
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Binghampton Elementary
Release Excess School Land
There are several parcels adjacent to the new elMerton at Sam Cooper
Establish north/south connection

ementary school that are not needed for school purposes. These parcels lie to the west of the school
site, along Sam Cooper, and south of the entrance
road serving the school. The School Board should
consider the opportunity to sell these sites on the

Sam Coop

private market, subject to restrictions regarding the

er Blvd.

proposed development, as a mechanism to free up
additional funding for schools and contribute to the
health and stability of the neighborhood. Additional

New Single-family lots
Excess school land

Princeton A
ve.

along Collins Street. (The site has been used for
parking purposes during the construction process.)
These new redevelopment parcels should reflecting
the lots that used to exist on each site prior to land

Harvard Av

e.

Merton St.

unneeded parcels are located south of the school

New Single-family lots
Excess school land

Merton Street is one of the streets cut off during the
development of Sam Cooper Boulevard. Due to the
need to service the school with a circular traffic pattern, as well as improve internal neighborhood con-

Collins St.

Provide Access to Sam Cooper at Merton Street

Bingham St.

assembly for the school.

New Townhouse Lots
Excess school land
Fronting Collins

nectivity, Merton Street should be reconnected to
Sam Cooper Boulevard. At minimum, this connection
should offer a right turn in and out, but preferably a
full connection across Sam Cooper should be re-established at this location.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006
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Vision

Tillman Street
Tillman Redevelopment Opportunities
Tillman Street from the new police precinct to Summer Avenue offers a variety of new development and
redevelopment opportunities. The area currently
houses some of the most poorly maintained residential units in the area, and there are many vacant and
underutilized sites nearby. North of Broad Avenue,
Tillman also serves a key function as a transition between the future light industrial uses to the east and
the more commercial and residential opportunities
contemplated to the west.
New Senior Housing
Immediately north of the police precinct lies a site
that will be modified as Allison Street is reconnected
across Cypress Creek. This provides a new opportunity to replace the current multi-family housing with
a senior housing project, connected to the neighborhood and with pedestrian access to the new neighborhood grocery and retail center (see below).
Grocery Store and Related Commercial
At the southeast corner of Sam Cooper and Tillman is
an opportunity to consolidate a parcel large enough
to accommodate a major grocery store. A mixed use
building containing ground floor retail would shield

the pedestrian environment along Tillman. The elevated grade of Sam Cooper as it bridges the rail lines
serves as a screen for the parking area. The location
and proposed site design provide both clear visibility
and access for Sam Cooper traffic, while also creating pedestrian connections to the surrounding existing neighborhoods.
Residential Development Along Sam Cooper
There is a substantial opportunity for new infill residential development – both multifamily and townhouse – along Sam Cooper. This scale of development will assist in creating a true gateway along the
corridor, providing a sense of arrival while positively
defining its character. Pulling the development closer
to the street will also signal drivers that they are entering an urban area and should slow down.
Mixed Use North of Sam Cooper
The intersection parcels north of Sam Cooper are
ripe for redevelopment. There is an opportunity to
better serve the MLG&W customers in the area by
providing a more accessible and visible location with
a spacious drive-through facility for making utility
payments. Placing the building at the intersection

helps to define the street edge at Tillman and Sam after-school and weekend activities.
Cooper and create multi-modal accessibility—for
pedestrians and transit users, while also fully accommodating cars.

Summer Avenue at Tillman
The intersection of Summer Avenue and Tillman
provides an excellent opportunity for a series of
mixed use buildings anchoring the intersection. One

New Civic Sites

There is an opportunity for a large civic building of the primary needs of neighborhood-serving retail
along Sam Cooper—specifically a new church build- and other daily services is the existence of sufficient
ing west of Tillman—with prime visibility making it a residents in close proximity. Immediately to the west
landmark on the Boulevard. Extending to the north of along both Summer and Tillman are opportunities for
the church would be a series of athletic fields. Imme- additional townhouse or multifamily development.
diately south of the Original Lester School, a senior
housing project would provide an active audience for

with the drive-through facility at the rear of the parcel

the large required parking lot from view and enhance
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Townhouses
Two to three story residential

Mixed Use Building
Ground floor retail
Upper story office /residential

Summer Ave.

Mixed Use Building
Ground floor retail
Upper story office /residential
Public plaza

Mixed Use Building
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office /residential

Townhouses
Two to three story residential
SENIOR HOUSING
Two to three story residential buildings
Mixed Use Buildings
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office /residential

Broad Ave.
SPORTS FIELD
Townhouses
Two to three story residential
Mixed Use GATEWAY Building
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office /residential

Sam Cooper Blvd

COMMERCIAL/OFFICE Buildings
One to two story public utility office
Drive-through in rear

Mixed Use Building
Two story liner building
Ground floor retail
Upper story office/residential
PLACE OF WORSHIP
COMMERCIAL Building
One story neighborhood grocery
store

Multifamily condo Building
Two to three residential

Townhouses
Two to three story residential

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006

Tillman St.

Townhouses
Two to three story residential

SENIOR HOUSING
One story residential buildings

charrette report + master plan
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Vision

COMMERCIAL/OFFICE Buildings
One to two story public utility office
Drive through at rear

Existing conditions
Mixed Use GATEWAY Building
Ground floor commercial
Upper story office /residential

Townhouses
Two to three story residential

Mixed Use Building
Two story liner building
Ground floor retail
Upper story office/residential
COMMERCIAL Building
One story neighborhood
grocery store
Townhouses
Two to three story residential
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Public Space
Connection as the Over-Arching Concept
Completing connections throughout the study area
using enhanced public spaces is a key component of
the Broad Avenue vision. Improved sidewalks along
all of the streets in the study area, provision of shade
trees along streets, and interspersed modest civic
green spaces are important to the vibrant future envisioned for the area. Public art such as the sculptures
already on display in the area, and the proposed art
at the elementary school set the tone for future public
spaces.
Streets as Green Spaces
Despite the current conditions in the study area, the
streets of the City should be seen as integral parts of
the public space network. By focusing on enhancements that are important to pedestrians such as wider
sidewalks and street trees, the streets are converted
from automobile corridors into multi-modal streets.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006
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a

Vision

c

Overton Park Gateway
The site where Sam Cooper dead-ends into
Overton Park lacks the sense of arrival appropriate for such an important gateway into the
City. An entrance feature that draws pedestrians into the park should be provided.
Water Tower Square
At least one of the iconic water towers that
are so emblematic of the Broad Avenue area
should be retained and restored as an orienting landmark feature in the area. Siting the
square so that it opens up the intersection at
Hollywood Street and the new internal street
serving the revitalized warehouse area creates a sense of entry that will be an important
factor in the success of the uses located in
the mid-blocks between Summer and Broad
Avenue.

b
Neighborhood Green Spaces
A series of neighborhood civic greens,
throughout the study area, and connecting key
features like Overton Park to residential uses
must be developed. Opportunities for intimate
involvement with public art throughout the
study area should be encouraged.
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Recreational Fields

d

Locating recreational fields adjacent to

e

the proposed church and just south of the
proposed senior apartments provides an
excellent opportunity for natural surveillance of the site, increasing the safety
of the area. This new location could accommodate simple open space to start,
and then eventually be developed as active recreational facilities over time.

Farmers Market, Amphitheater and
Community Meeting Space
Another centrally located site should
be used as a formal Farmers Market,
operating as an attraction to the revitalized Broad Avenue. The same site
could serve multiple purposes, providing
community meeting space that is sorely
needed, and allowing for outdoor performance space as well.
duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
April 2006
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Transportation

Balanced Network

North-South Connections

East-West Connections

The transportation network in the Broad Avenue

The existing transportation network through the study

Improved north-south connections throughout the

The original boxcar factory site was never meant to

study area has been badly fragmented over time.

area is focused on moving cars and other vehicles

study area are needed. Hollywood already carries a

be a neighborhood, but once it is converted from its

This is especially true with the recent addition of Sam

along the existing streets. Dangerous conditions for

heavy traffic load, which backs up at the intersection

current warehouse use to a more animated space,

Cooper Boulevard, which allows north-south connec-

pedestrians exist throughout the study area, where

with Sam Cooper. While there has been discussion

additional access will be required. The original rail

tions only at limited locations (Parkway, Hollywood,

cars back out into the roadway across the side-

of widening this roadway, a better approach would be

spur alignment through the mid-block provides an

Tillman).

walk. Children attending the new school have very

to provide alternative routes for some of the traffic. A

excellent opportunity for a new street to serve as

limited options for getting there, since many streets

new connection to Sam Cooper at Merton, even if it

the organizing element for new development in the

do not connect, and even those may not have safe

was limited to a right-in and right-out condition, would

core. On the western edge of the study area, several

sidewalks. Alternative modes such as pedestrians,

be of substantial benefit. The connection of Collins

streets exist as very long cul-de-sacs, with no space

bicycles and transit are a mere afterthought. In the

running north past the school and through the existing

for turning around and no access to Hollywood.

future, the study area needs to embrace a more bal-

warehouse parcels to Summer would also provide an

These streets need connection so that they function

anced set of transportation modes by increasing the

alternate route. Separate north-south alignments are

as a network and improve the overall circulation of

emphasis on walking and biking through the study

needed to serve the warehouse area between the

the area. In the Tillman corridor, there are a variety

area, and improving transit access and reducing

railroad tracks, to avoid truck movements on other

of missing east-west connections. The proposed

headways.

local streets. The potential for two new roundabouts

connection just north of the police precinct will help

to ease the congestion created at Sam Cooper and

substantially, providing access for the surrounding

both Hollywood and Tillman is described below.

neighborhood directly to Tillman.
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R o a dway C o n n e c t i o n s
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T r a n s p o r tat i o n

Roundabouts

Light Rail

In order to effectively move traffic both east-west and north-south through

There is an opportunity bring light rail through the center of Sam Coo-

the study area, consideration should be given to the development of two

per, providing access between downtown and the outlying suburbs.

roundabouts. The first would be located at Hollywood and Sam Cooper,

The route could follow the original transit route through Overton Park

providing easier north-south access through the area without requiring

to make this connection, then run down the median in Sam Cooper

the widening of Hollywood. The second would be located at Tillman and

through the study area.

Sam Cooper, providing the same kind of improved north-south connection, while also serving to slow traffic through the study area to increase
safety for alternative modes such as pedestrians and bicycles.
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Community Direction

Economic and Market
Analysis

of owners of rental properties who do not maintain

New and Renovated Attainable Housing

their properties despite repeated citations for code

Local area residents expressed the concern that

Members of Urban Advisors (an economic consulting

violations and criminal activity.

change should not bring a loss of attainable housing

firm) worked with the consultant team during the week

Permit and Code Enforcement

for working families and for those in need of more

of the Broad Avenue charrette. During the course of

Many residents and stakeholders spoke of the need

their visit, they interviewed local stakeholders, com-

for better code enforcement. Under state law, the

munity members and business owners, and toured

maximum code violation is $50, and the best effort

the area with community development organizations,

of the inspectors to convince delinquent owners may

city staff, and developers. This, together with neigh-

thus be rendered less effective than intended. The

borhood and stakeholder participation at the design

legal remedies against those with numerous viola-

workshop, shaped their understanding of this project

tions are difficult to execute, and it can take a very

and clarified the community’s expectations regarding

long time for a property to reach the point when ad-

their findings.

ministrative or legal options for remedies that serve

Make a Good Neighborhood Better
Based on what the consultant team heard from the
community, the goal of redevelopment should be focused on “making a good neighborhood better.
Assist with Problem Properties
Many residents spoke of problem properties that are
not being maintained. These properties tend to be in
two categories; properties whose owners would like
to be able to maintain them but lack resources or the
stamina necessary, and those whose owners are elsewhere and do not appear to have the same attachment
to the local neighborhoods. In expressing their wishes,
local residents wished for programs to help the elderly
age in place through maintenance assistance that
would keep properties attractive and safe. They also
spoke of the need for enforcement of codes in the case
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the public good can take place. While this is a matter
that is outside of the scope of this project, it is an issue that may require state and local legislative action
before it can be resolved successfully for the neighborhoods in which these properties are found.
Homeowner Assistance
At the opening presentation, a young woman in the
neighborhood was concerned that her grandmother
could no longer maintain her home by herself, and
could not afford to hire help. This is a common
problem wherever there are aged homeowners, suggesting the need for further homeowner assistance.
Existing programs include HARP, sponsored by
Community Development Block Grant Funding, and
Service Over Self, a faith based organization providing housing renovation to 40 households a year.

affordable options. The Community Development
Corporations active in the area are already working
to stabilize the neighborhood through targeted housing rehabilitation and infill. The master plan identifies several projects that can be completed by the
CDC’s. These community organizations are central
to the implementation plan. Other local developers
interviewed during the charrette expressed interest in
building market rate middle-income attainable housing. It is suggested that some of the excess right-ofway land along Sam Cooper be allocated to middle
income housing. The mix of types will preclude one
area or another as being seen as a “project” and the
mix of incomes and densities will add support in consumer spending for area businesses.

Ensure Quality Housing Opportunities.
There is an excellent supply of quality housing in the neighborhoods, much of which
has been neglected, but which represents
a standard of construction expected by the
community. At the same time, there are numerous buildings that have fallen to such a
state of disrepair that they must be replaced
with new units that fit the character of the
neighborhoods.
Provide a High Quality of Life at Diverse
Income Levels. New housing products
must accommodate a wide range of income
levels.
Bring in a Real Grocery Store. The community expressed their desire for access
to a full-size grocery store. Conversations
with local leaders and concerned citizens
affirmed that many in this community without cars lack access to affordable groceries, and consequently fulfill many of their
daily needs at small convenience stores
charging more than full size grocery stores.
This was felt to be a burden in a community
already stressed economically.
Find Economic Strategies to Bind the
Community Together. The stakeholders
expressed a strong desire that this plan
should foster business and employment
opportunities for the community.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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The Vision

Estimating a 40% capture of household spending on

The plan prepared during the charrette contains

food and beverages at home, and required sales per

many elements intended to address neighborhood

square foot of $400, this trade area should support a

concerns including:

40,000 square foot grocery.

■

New gateways to the neighborhood to improve

Grocery Location. Due to its high traffic counts, Sam

local perceptions and increase local connec-

Cooper is the best location for a grocery in the area.

tions to adjoining areas

Neighborhood residents expressed several concerns

■

New retail and services

that led to determining the best location along Sam

■

A mix and range of housing opportunities

Cooper. First, the location should be within walking

■

Re-use of underused facilities for employment

distance for much of the neighborhood, and second,

and services

if possible, the location should be used to correct ex-

■

New opportunities on excess rights-of-way

isting blighted conditions. Since a grocery anchored

■

Street and sidewalk improvements

center requires a four to five acre site, the excess

Improving Retail and Services
In looking at the potential of the area to support a
grocery store, three factors were considered: 1) sup-

The plan incorporates a 40,000 square foot grocery

tive perception of the community.

store on the “going home” side of Sam Cooper on

Consumer Support. The fact that Sam Cooper is

excess state right-of-way and the adjoining blighted

radius, and not as well located to serve the mid-town

Required Sales....................................$400 per square foot
Supportable Grocery Space...............47,897 square feet
One, Two, and
Three Minute DriveTime Map

from the east, and adjoins one of the properties most

hood access; and 3) best impact in providing a posi-

grocery stores in the area are at the periphery of this

Capture Rate (% of Total Spending).............................40%
Available Spending.......................................... $19,158,934

This is a site that is a gateway to the neighborhood
cited by all stakeholders as blighted.

3-minute drive time radius (see map). The existing

Households (3-minute drive)..................................... 12,305
Average Spending per Household............................ $3,893
Total Spending ................................................ $47.897,336

right of way at Sam Cooper and Tillman was chosen.

port in spending; 2) non-local shopper and neighbor-

part of the neighborhood gives the site a surprising

Support for a Grocery Store

parcel. The site plan provides adequate parking,
while keeping the building up to the street and accessible to the community by foot, and is close to the
new police precinct building.

market. Also, the trade area is likely to extend further west, since a new facility at this location would
be more convenient to the Overton Park neighborhoods.

duncan associates | ferrell madden associates
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Ec o n o m i c a n d ma r k e t a n a l y s i s
2002 to 2012 R egional C hange in E mployment by Occupation

Creating Connections at Parkway & Sam Cooper

Business Incubators

Redevelopment of the right-of-way at Parkway and

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

There are businesses that operate successfully in

Sam Cooper offers the opportunity to create a new

L ife, Physical, and Social Science

this neighborhood. The employers that are filling

L egal

Midtown gateway into the neighborhood and provide

Architecture and E ngineering

the existing space in and around the study area

a connection to Overton Park. The parcels on Park-

Community and Social Services

are small businesses that require inexpensive floor

way have the potential to be developed with market

Arts, Design, E ntertainment, Sports, and Media

space, often used as a workshop. The existing

rate apartments or condominiums with row houses

Healthcare Support

infilling lots to the east. This would provide a transi-

Artisans, Construction and Building Services, Health

Protective Service

tion between the Parkway and the Broad Avenue /

Services, Social Services from faith-based providers,

Personal Care and Service

Binghampton neighborhoods, and could also add to

B usiness and Financial Operations

the tax base providing revenue to the Tax Increment

Installation, Maintenance, and R epair

Financing district. Local developers have expressed

Construction and E xtraction

interest in these projects already, based on the op-

cluster of businesses includes: Local Craftsmen &

Computer and Mathematical

and Restaurants.
As it happens, fostering these small businesses is a
realistic, and powerful economic development strat-

B uilding and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

egy. In the 1990’s small businesses accounted for

E ducation, T raining, and L ibrary

portunity to build off the market and prestige of Park-

Healthcare Practitioners and T echnical

way and Overton Park.

Food Preparation and Serving R elated

2/3 of all job creation, 2/3 of business growth, and
over 1/2 of business innovation. Over the same pe-

Production

The elements shown in the plan include a rework-

Management

riod of time, the most entrepreneurial regions of the

ing of streets and intersections to ensure safety for

Sales and R elated

country achieved 125% higher employment growth,

crossing at the Parkway and better crossing at the

T ransportation and Material Moving

58% higher wage growth and 109% higher produc-

new school, as well as new connections and gate-

Office and Administrative Support
-2,000

ways at Parkway and Sam Cooper, and Summer
Avenue.
Neighborhood Scale Business
National trends for employment show a recent history
of (and projections for future) decline in manufacturing and warehousing occupations and an increase in
goods and services employment. Where Memphis
is a national shipping hub, warehouse employment
is still projected to increase, however as a long-term

tivity than the least entrepreneurial regions. While
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

study area. First, warehousing technology is shifting

Much employment growth is projected in sectors that

to increasingly automated and efficient models. Auto-

are not directly allied to manufacturing as shown in

mated warehouses require fewer employees, but do

the chart above. This area can help provide space

not fit in the older, obsolete industrial buildings with

for some of the future employment because of its lo-

relatively low clearance heights. Second, this type

cation in Midtown and access to the rest of the city.

only 20% to 30% of small businesses survive their
first year, business incubators that provide start-up
support and coaching tend to have a 70% to 80%
success rate.

of industry is clustering in the southeastern quarter
of Memphis.

trend this is not likely to support employment in the
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Neighborhood Center- Broad Avenue Lofts

Paying for Improvements

To accommodate these new entrepreneurs, the de-

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

The new buildings envisioned by the master plan can

sign for the Broad Avenue neighborhood center (on

TIF would be an appropriate strategy in this area for

be constructed by the development community. Pri-

the block north of Broad) incorporates loft / flex space

the city to fund public improvements and any nec-

vate developers are interested in building the along

for small start-ups. These units are shells that can

essary land assembly. TIF districts work like this: A

the Parkway and Sam Cooper, there is a market to

be outfitted as a workshop, storefront, office space,

TIF district is designated for an area over a period of

support the proposed grocery store, and local CDC’s

loft apartment, or any combination thereof. Since

time. In this case, let us call the district “Broad/Bing-

and faith-based organizations are willing to construct

there are current leases on some of the existing

hampton” and set the time expiring after 10 years.

middle and low-income products. In the longer term,

warehouse space, this development will take more

The current property tax assessments are recorded

Broad Avenue will also redevelop with private fund-

time to transpire. However, development in this area

and set as a base amount at the beginning of the

ing.

can take advantage of Community Redevelopment

period. For example, right now, there is a great deal

Public Improvements

of land in the right of way that is owned by the state,

District tax credits for the costs of construction, and
may be able to secure subsidies for infrastructure
improvements through the Middle Income Housing
Program offered by Memphis Division of Housing
and Community Development. Even without these
incentives, local landowners and developers agree
that, “this plan makes sense.” Still, by packaging
multiple incentives and publicizing their advantages
to developers, the city can expedite the process of
redevelopment.

Public improvements such as street trees, and other
right of way improvements, will largely be paid for
by the City of Memphis. However, as developments
take place, and the sidewalk is removed during construction, its replacement along with street trees and
lights, is usually paid for by the developer as part of
the construction budget.

producing no tax revenues for the city. Future development of this land will generate new tax revenues.
The additional taxes collected over the initial assessment amount (the base) during the TIF period are
used to pay for bonds that fund the improvements.
In other words, without adding to anyone’s taxes, the
difference between taxes now and taxes from growth
during the ten-year period are used to pay for improvements. By bonding against these future allocated revenues, the city can afford to spend the initial
money to make the public improvements and attract
private development without raising property taxes.
When the TIF district expires, the city receives tax
revenues on the revitalized properties that are more
valuable than vacant land.
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Implementation
Implementation of the Broad Avenue Corridor master
plan involves the development of a new set of zoning
districts for portions of the area. The City’s existing
districts do not anticipate the types of development
planned for the study area. The following pages include some basic materials necessary to the consideration of new districts, including:
■

Height Map

■

Future Land Use Map

■

Building Types

■

Street Cross-Sections

These building blocks will be used by the consultant
team to prepare a new form-based code for the study
area that will replace the existing zoning. In addition,

Height Map
to be inserted

the new street cross-sections form the basis for public and private improvements to the streetscape in
the study area.
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Residential – Single Family
Intended for existing and new single-family residential
uses at densities consistent with the surrounding neighborhoods.

F u t u r e L a n d Us e M a p

Residential – Townhouse
Intended for the development of new two- or three-story
townhouses as a transition between large streets or more
intensive uses and surrounding neighborhoods.

Hollywood St.

Residential – Apartment
Intended for existing and new apartments, condominiums
and other multifamily uses. Also appropriate for senior or
assisted living.
Open Space
Intended for open space and recreational purposes. May
include passive or active recreation. Urban open spaces
such as plazas and courtyards are also included.
Civic and Institutional
Intended for civic and institutional purposes such as churches, schools and clinics.
Mixed Use
Intended for a mix of uses, including retail, office and residential uses. Uses can be horizontally mixed (adjacent to
each other) or vertically mixed (in the same building). Residential uses may include townhouse or apartment buildings. See also Shopfront below.
Employment
Intended for light industrial and other employment activities, including incubating small businesses, specialty office/warehouse, contractors offices and other uses that can
re-use large warehouse buildings.

Tillman St.

Summer Ave.
E. Parkway N.

Broad Ave.

Sam Cooper Blvd.

Collins St.

Shopfront
Intended for retail use on the ground floor. In recognition
that adequate demand may not yet existing, an adaptable
building (built to commercial standards on the ground floor
and architecturally appropriate for future retail purposes)
may be built and used for residential or office purposes,
and later converted to retail as demand grows.
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Imp l e m e n tat i o n

Buildings
A variety of buildings are appropriate for development or redevelopment in the study area. Many of
the issues of appropriate land uses could change
over time, but the buildings remain—one key reason
to focus on getting their form right through the new
form-based code for the study area. The following
building types are described and illustrated in order
for the community to understand the vision based
on components of the existing built environment in
Memphis.
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Single-Family Detached

Large Home

Townhouse

There are many neighborhoods surrounding the

Along the parkway, it is important to retain the char-

Townhouse units are a good building type to place

study area that are comprised primarily of single-

acteristic of buildings traditionally seen there. How-

along more intense roadway corridors, such as Sam

family detached residential buildings. These build-

ever, there may be a desire to allow condominium or

Cooper. This is also a building type that makes sense

ings range all the way from modest cottages and

apartment use within a structure that appears from

near commercial or mixed use buildings. One varia-

narrow “shotgun” houses to the large homes closer

the street to be a single large home. This model has

tion is the stacked townhouse, which has a ground

to the parkway.

been successful in many communities as a way to

level one-story unit, with a two-story townhouse

retain character, while allowing for variety in housing

above. This unit type can provide affordable housing

choice.

or modest office or retail spaces on the ground floor.
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Apartment

Shopfront

Commercial Building

Civic Building

Memphis has a strong tradition of blending multi-

Some portions of the study area should be focused

Commercial buildings are intended for single purpose

Historically, civic buildings have occupied many of

family uses into neighborhoods. The variety of small

on developing a strong, walkable retail core. This re-

use (commercial use throughout the entire building).

the most prominent sites in Memphis. Often they are

apartment buildings in the City accommodates a va-

quires a special building type—the shopfront—with

The building may range in size from a small neigh-

more massive buildings than would typically be seen

riety of options, including rental and ownership (con-

lots of transparency (windows and doors) at the

borhood store to a large-format retail facility. They

in the surrounding area—examples include churches

dominium). Apartments may also be used for senior

ground floor level. A shopfront can have offices, in-

may be devoted to offices, retail or other commercial

and other public buildings. Civic buildings should be

or assisted living purposes.

cidental storage, or residential uses on upper floors

uses. (See also Shopfront.)

used on prominent sites and to terminate views.

above the retail use.
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Imp l e m e n tat i o n

Street Cross-Sections
Broad Avenue (facing west)

Southside
Sidewalk.....................................10 feet
Planting Strip................................8 feet
Parallel Parking Lane...................7 feet
Travel Lane................................. 11 feet
Northside
Sidewalk.....................................10 feet
Planting Strip..............................23 feet
Parallel Parking Lane...................7 feet
Travel Lane................................. 11 feet
Right-of Way Width.....................87 feet

87 feet

New Avenue (facing west)
Sidewalk.......................................9 feet
Planting Strip................................6 feet
Parallel Parking Lane...................7 feet
Travel Lane................................. 11 feet
Right-of Way Width.....................66 feet

66 feet
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SUMMER Avenue (facing east)
Sidewalk.......................................9 feet
Planting Strip................................6 feet
Parallel Parking/Travel Lane...... 11 feet
Travel Lane................................. 11 feet
Right-of Way Width.....................74 feet

74 feet

Sam cooper Boulevard (facing east)
Sidewalk.....................................12 feet
Planting Strip................................6 feet
Parallel Parking/Travel Lane...... 11 feet
Travel Lane................................. 11 feet
Median........................................14 feet
Right-of Way Width................... 116 feet

116 feet
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Imp l e m e n tat i o n

Implementation Steps
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Funding Sources
To be inserted

Enabling Institutions
To be inserted
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